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Database searches in Medline, ERIC and additional ProQuest databases, Embase and Cinahl
are finalised. The adaptation of the database search syntaxes (because of the different
thesauri) were done with the assistance of a librarian. In total 6930 references and abstracts
are imported in EndNote X7, after duplicate deletion.



Title and full text screening is done until reference 3744.
Abstract selection is done by PP, FM, EDG and LM. As EDG and LM joined the review team
later in the review process, skype meetings (with all four reviewers) are held to fine-tune
abstract selection procedure through the discussion of selected references. Subsequently,
duo’s selected abstracts: PP and FM screened reference 1-1500; EDG and LM 1501-3744.
Each team member independently screened titles, abstracts and full texts after which two by
two discussions were held until agreement. In total 51 articles met the inclusion criteria. 5
extra papers are left undecided and need more discussion.



Analysis of selected articles:
Is done by PP, FM, EDG and LM. Prior to the analysis process, a skype meeting between the 4
reviewers was held to make agreements regarding the procedure. 4 papers are analysed (2
included papers of each duo). A qualitative approach is used, the preliminary statements of
the protocol hereby representing the different nodes of the coding tree. Each of the four
team members analysed the papers independently. Subsequently a workshop was organized
to meet and discuss the analysis procedure and results together. NVivo 10 software is used
for analysis. This pilot analysis resulted in a well described procedure for future analysis.
Planning: New duo’s are formed, namely PP + LM and FM + EDG. By August, each duo will
analyse 10 different included papers (first independently, then discussing the results with the
partner). A next meeting with the four team members will be organised to discuss the results
of the 20 papers. After the discussion a meeting with the whole research team will be
organized to discuss the meaning of the preliminary results in the light of future theory
development.
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